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Abstract: 

The DEMOSOFC website user manual is report below. Information on contents, accessibility, areas 

are also included. 

 

Keyword list: website, user manual, sections, contents, reserved area. 
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Preface 

The project web portal includes a public section in which are published: 

 the project and Consortium description 

 every news linked to the project objectives, activities, results 

 presentation videos 

 publication 

 meetings and workshops outcomes 

 

In order to guarantee access to the relevant information the access to the web site is available at three 

levels:  

 Public 

 Restricted (access only to project member and EC reviewers and/or jointly agreed additional 

companies not in the project) 

 Confidential 

 

Links are made to the FCH2-JU web site. POLITO will maintain the portal with close collaboration of 

the Dissemination manager. It will be available on line at least two years after the termination of the 

project 

 

The website is available at the following link: www.demosofc.eu   

  

http://www.demosofc.eu/
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1. Website layout 

The website layout is shown below. The social media section is underlined, together with the recent 

articles and the website sections. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. DEMOSOFC website layout 

1.1 Site sections 

 

The main website sections are: 

 About DEMOSOFC: is the homepage, clicking on this area the website is returned to the 

homepage, where a project general description is presented, together with sliding pictures of 

the SMAT plant, the project partners and the schematic concept.  

 

 How it works: the main system macro-areas (biogas processing, SOFC modules and thermal 

recovery) are described here, with use of figures and schemes. This section is still under 

development. Final design will be used to give details to the reader, and by the end of 2016, 

pictures of the real installation will be available. The project concept video, which is under 

development, will also be included in this section. Videos will be uploaded in dedicated 

Vimeo or Youtube channels and then share through the website to avoid heavy media contents 

that could slow the website. Also for the pictures, a Slideshare page is available to upload 

contents and share them on the website itself. Only main images will be published directly in 

the website itself. 

Social media: share 

Social media: channel 

Recent published 

articles 

Sections 

Sliding pics 
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Figure 2. How it works. 

 

 News and events: this section is used for the communication actions. Events are presented, 

journal or radio interviews related to DEMOSOFC are presented with proper links and 

conference presentation are mentioned. The section is used to give also more general 

information like side interesting events or project partners presentation. 

 

 

Figure 3, News and events. 

 Results: the section is still empty but will include the main results from the project. A online 

measuring of the energy produced from the plant (both instantaneous and cumulative 

measurement) will be included. A webcam could also be installed onsite to show the plant to 

website visitors. 
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Figure 4. Results. 

 People: the section includes a list of all the partners with related contacts and institutions they 

belong at. The coordinator will also include personal pictures as soon as they will be collected 

from all the consortium. Each logo redirect the user to the partner website. 

 

 

Figure 5. People. 
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 Contacts: a proper format for contacting the project coordinator is included here. Visitors can 

ask information and doubts and the email is sent to the POLITO group email address. 

 

 

Figure 6. Contacts. 

 Reserved area: this section can be accessed by the consortium only and give access to the 

control pane area. Here, different user can be defined depending on the possibility to publish 

only private or both private and public texts. 
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2. User manual 

The website user manual is included here. Only basics instructions are given here. In order to have a 

full understanding of the website layout, a more detailed guide on WordPress is available here: 

www.cesarecrova.it/backstage/demosofc-project/EasyWPGuide_WP4.3.pdf 

 

 

 

  

http://www.cesarecrova.it/backstage/demosofc-project/EasyWPGuide_WP4.3.pdf


1

Demosofc website 
basic user manual



the home page

2

the logo is linked to 
home page

menu

share buttons

Social buttons 

Widget area



accessing the backend area

3

1 - click on the “Reserved area” link on the main menu

2 - Log in with you username (or email address) and 
your password.

If you lose your password it’s possible to create a new 
one following the instructions on this link
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the toolbar gives some information and quick link 
suggestion. It is visible only when logged in

the dashboard menu

you can log out from hereThe Help link displays some help information. The Screen 
Options link will display various options that allow you to 
conigure what is displayed on the current page.

the dashboard home page displays various informations. 
You can decide what to display clicking the “Screen options” 
tab. This coniguration changes depending on what page 
you’re currently viewing and can be diferent for any user.

the backend area
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After clicking on the Pages menu option you’ll 
be shown a list of Pages that your site contains. 
Among the information displayed is the Page title, 
the Author, No. of Comments and either the Date 
Published or the Date the Page was Last Modiied. 

You can edit, modify an 
delete the pages clicking on 
the options that appears 
hovering your cursor over 
each page title.

click on “Add new” (1) on the 
main menu or near the title 
“Pages (2).
You can also click the “New” 
tab in the toolbar (3).

adding a new page

1

2

3
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title goes here

publishing a page

Publishing settings
To customize or change 

the date and the visibility.

Setting the visibility to 
“private” to share the content 

only with registered users 

Publish button

featured image
every page or post can have an image 
which can be used in the main layout. 
Currrently Demosofc website doesn’t 
uses featured images.

page template
Leave blank this section. Only 
the homepage has the “Home” 
template selected.

Text editing buttons
These buttons are useful for 
formatting text.

Add Media button
This button inserts a media in the post 
(images, logos, pdf documents, etc.).
All the uploaded iles are stored in the 
Media library.  

help buttonbuttons to add/delete links
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publishing a post

the posts are similar to the pages except 
for the category. Currently there are two 
categories: “News and events” and “Results”
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ile upload window

inserting pictures in pages or posts - step 1

to insert a pictures in a 
page or post click on the 
“add media” button. 

Create a new post or page. 

Choose import options: 
Click Upload iles tu upload a new 
ile or browse the media library 
”where all the media iles are stored)

If you want to upload a new ile from 
your computer you can simply drag 
the ile and drop it here.

You can also upload browsing 
through the iles clicking select iles  

once the ile is uploaded the window  
changes because the uploaded ile is 
stored in the media library

Select “Insert media” 
if you want to insert 
a single image.

Select “create gallery 
if you want to create 
a gallery with more 
than one image.

A new po-up window appears
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inserting pictures in pages or posts - step 2
we are now in the  media library window

here you can browse the media library. 
Select ”uploaded to this post” if you 
want to browse just the pictures 
uploaded in this page or post.

Select “All media items” if you want to 
insert pictures formerly uploaded in 
other pages os post.

Select the pictures you want to 
insert clicking over the thumb. 

You can select more than a 
picture with a single selection.
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inserting pictures in pages or posts - step 3

Select the pictures you want 
to insert clicking over the 
thumb. 

You can select more than 
a picture with a single 
selection.

the summary of the 
selected items

Alignment depends on the layout 
you want to do in a page.

Select “left” if you want the text 
lows around the image.

Select “none” if you want the text 
box starts under the image.

The caption to display

Select Media ile  if you want the 
enlarge the image clicking on it. 
It will appear on its full size even if 
you put it in “thumbnail” size.

Select “none” if you don’t want to 
enlage the image.

Select the size you want to display:
Select “thumbnail” or “medium” if 
you want to put a small or medium 
image. 
Avoid putting the “full size” image 
when the image is too big.

this button closes the window and 
put the image into the text editor.
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inserting pictures in pages or posts - step 4

the selected pictures appear on the 
text editor of your post or page.

clicking over the picture 
appears a small menu to 
edit the picture settings.

some placeholder text

click here to open 
the preview of the 
post or page.

the caption

this instance image has the following settings:
align: left
link to: media ile
size: thumbnail
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displaying the picture

Here is how the image appears in the page (or post).

this instance image has the following settings:
align: left
link to: media ile
size: thumbnail

close the window back to your page

the caption appears here

click on the thumbnail 
to open a pop-up 
window displaying the 
full-size image. 
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gallery window

inserting picture galleries in pages or posts - step 1

to insert a pictures in a 
page or post click on the 
“add media” button. 

Create a new post or page. 

Select all the pictures you 
want to appear in the gallery.

Don’ forget the caption 
(it will be displayed)

once the images are selected click 
“create a new gallery”

Here you can check the selected 
pictures and change the order 
dragging the thumbs as you want

Select “create gallery
A new po-up window appears
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inserting picture galleries in pages or posts - step 2

click insert gallery  when inished

the selected pictures.
You can drag them in the 
right order and edit the 
caption. Here are the general gallery 

settings.
The perfect options for 
Demosofc website are:

Link to: Media File
Columns: 3
Size: Thumbnail
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inserting picture galleries in pages or posts - step 3

the gallery appears on the text 
editor of your post or page.

clicking over the gallery 
appears a small menu to 
edit the gallery settings.

click here to open 
the preview of the 
post or page.

the captions
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displaying the picture gallery

Here is how the gallry appears in the page (or post).

click on the thumbnail to open a pop-up 
window displaying the full-size image. 

You can browse the gallery without 
closing the window.

Here you can browse the 
gallery without closing 
the window. 
The navigation arrows 
appear on mouse over

close the window back to your page

the caption appears here
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The perfect width for the demosofc website is 
612 pixels but there is no need to change it if 
the value of the code is lower.

inserting a video in pages or posts - step 1

Videos should be uploaded in the 
youtube (or vimeo) channel.
This video, used for instance, was 
uploaded to youtube channel.

select the “share” button

select the “code” tab

copy the code
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The perfect width for the demosofc website is 
612 pixels but there is no need to change it if 
the value of the code is lower.

paste the code in the content form.

inserting a video in pages or posts - step 2

IMPORTANT!
to insert the code the “text” tab must be selected.

before publishing the post a 
preview can be viewed after the 
draft was saved
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editing the home gallery page

the gallery page is a special page. It contains only the 
images that appears as a slideshow in the home page.

to change or add new images 
click the “add media” button.

The perfect size for the 
images of the slideshow 
is 612 × 428 pixels.

No other image formatting 
is needed for this page



other setting are available here
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managing the sharing buttons

the share buttons plugin 
setting can be managed from 
the “Share buttons” link under 
“Settings” menu section.

the locations of the share buttons

the social 
networks to share 
can be drop 
directly in the grey 
banner below.



managing the proiles - (for administrator only)
To manage the users and their proile you need to log 
in as administrator.
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You can edit, modify an 
delete the users and their 
roles clicking on the options 
that appears hovering your 
cursor over each user
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“contributor” is a role which can 
read, write, publish an deleting post 
and pages. Is perfect for registered 
users who wants to publish their 
articles in a private form.

ill the form with the required 
information

managing the proiles - (for administrator only)
To manage the users and their proile you need to log 
in as administrator.
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every role capabilities can be 
managed lagging these items

selecting  here the role you 
want to modify

managing the proiles capabilities- (for administrator only)
To manage the users and their proile you need to log 
in as administrator.
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3. Reserved area 

One user account has been created for people editing and working on public texts (POLITO as 

coordinator with its communication expert, defined in D7.1).  

 

Other users which will be created by the editor itself are defined as “contributors” and will be able to 

publish only private posts and files.  

Anytime a contributor create a document, the editor should confirm its visibility to the other 

contributors. The “publish” button is not present in a contributor view of the control panel, but only 

the “submit for review” button will be available. 

Even if username are changing among contributors, the password is maintained the same for 

simplicity.  


